PONTIFICAL COUNCIL
FOR LEGISLATIVE TEXTS
Prot. N. 15675/2016

Vatican City State, 29 November 2016

Your [Most Reverend] Excellency,

I refer myself to your question regarding the granting of the faculty to absolve from
abortion contained in n. 12 of the recent letter of the Holy Father Misericordia et Misera.
As indicated in the same letter, unto the end of facilitating the administration of the
Sacrament of Penance and “so that not one obstacle place itself between the request for forgiveness
and the pardon of God”, the Holy Father has granted to all confessors – that is to say, to all priests
with legitimate faculty to absolve from sins – the faculty to absolve from the sin of abortion. In
such a manner, the confessors have received from the Holy Father the jurisdiction required by the
law of the Church [in order] to remit from penitents the latae sententiae censure of
excommunication attached to the sin of abortion pursuant to can. 1398 CIC and, therefore, to be
able to absolve from this and other sins confessed.
It concerns, therefore, a faculty based upon the power of the Roman Pontiff that, from now
on, all confessors can exercise in the sacramental forum, that is within the sole context of the
celebration of the Sacrament of Forgiveness, and not within an extra-sacramental ambit, as the
legitimate Ecclesiastical Authority also can do. As it is known, a faculty of this kind, granted by
Bishops to their proper priests together with the normal faculties [to hear confessions] (cf. can.
969 § 1 CIC), were frequent in many dioceses and Countries, such as in the diocese of Rome.
Consequently, the granting of this faculty by the Holy Father has not modified the penal
discipline of the Latin Church according to which consummated abortion, apart from being a very
grave sin – as was recalled even recently – is a canonical crime to which is attached the penalty of
latae sententiae excommunication not reserved to the Holy See. The said particularly grave penal
sanction was confirmed in the Church, on the occasion of the last canonical codification,
specifically for the safeguarding of the life of the weakest and the most innocent within a cultural
context as the present where frequently, juridical institutions have renounced their safeguarding.

./.
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In the hope of having [resolved] [Your Excellency’s] doubts regarding [the above], and
remaining in any case at [your] disposition for eventual clarifications, I profit from the
circumstance to show myself
of Your Most Reverend Excellency,
most devotedly in the Lord
/s/
+ Francesco Card. Coccopalmerio
President
/s/
+ Juan Ignacio Arrieta
Secretary
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